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1 Introduction 
Let N be an (n+l)-dimensional Lorentzian manifold with Lorentzian metric g of signature 
( - 1 , 1 , . . •, 1), which satisfies the Einstein equations 
Ra^ - 譬 9cxP = Tafh (1.1) 
where Ra|3, R are the Ricci and scalar curvatures of g respectively, T^p is a symmetric 
tensor field which is interpreted physically as the energy-momentum tensor of matter. 
Choosing an orthonormal frame {ca} with eo timelike. Then, physically, Too is interpreted 
as the local mass density, and Toi is interpreted as the local angular momentum. 
Definition 1.1 A spacelike hypersurface M ofN is called asymptotically flat of order r 
if there is a compact set K C M such that M - K is the disjoint union of a finite number 
of subsets Ml,..., Mk - called the "ends" of M - each diffeomorphic to the complement 
of a contmctible compact set m R\ Under the diffeomorphism the metric ofMi C N is 
of the form 
9ij = Sij + CLij (1.2) 
in the standand coordinates {x^) on R�where 
aij = 0(r—T) 
dkCHj = 0(r-T-i) (1.3) 
didkdij = 0(r_T_2). 
Furthermore, the second fundamental forms of M satisfy 
kj 二 0(广1) 
dkhij = 0(r-2). (1.4) 
We will often identify the end Mi C M with the corresponding set Mi C R^. 
For spacelike asymptotically flat hypersurface M, we can define the total energy and 
the total momentum. These quantities include contributions from both the matter and 
the gravitational field itself. They are defined in each asymtotic end Mi as limits over the 
sphere SR,i of radius R in Mi C R^-
Definition 1.2 Total energy of end Mi is defined as 
El = lim -——\r [ {djQij — digjj)dn\ (1.5) 
R^oo 4(n - l)uJn-i JsR,i 
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Total momentum of end Mi is defined as 
pik = lim — ^ [ 2{hik — 6ikhjj)dfl\ (1.6) 
R^oo 4(n - l)uJn-i JsR,i 
When the asymptotic order r > ^ , these quantities are finite, also R. Bartnik [B1 
showed that Ei is independent on the choice of asymptotic coordinates. 
Physically, that M has nonnegative local mass density is interpreted as the dominant 
energy condition [H-E]. The mathematical definition is 
Definition 1.3 M is satisfied the dominant energy condition iffor each point p e M and 
for each timelike vector eo at p, T(eo, eo) > 0 and T(eo, ) is a non-spacelike covector. 
This has the following consequences: if {ea|a 二 0 , l , - - . ,n } is an adapted orthonormal 
frame field at p G M with eo normal to M and ei,. •., Cn tangent to M, then 
fjp00 � rjpOC^ 
TOO > (_To,T^^)i (1.7) 
(Here, and henceforth, repeated indices are summed with Latin indices running from 1 to 
n and Greek indices running from 0 to n.) 
In general relativity, N is 4-dimensional spacetime manifold, a gravitational system 
with nonegative matter density should have nonnegative total energy. However, the total 
energy is defined by a nonlinear process, it makes the problem unclear and nontrivial. 
This is called the positive mass conjecture. Here, we give the n-dimensional statement of 
the positive mass conjecture. 
Possitive Mass Conjecture I Let N be an (n + l)-dimensional Lorentzian manifold 
with Lorentzian metric g of signature (-1,1，.. •, 1)，M C N be an n-dimensional space-
Hke asymptotically flat hypersurface of order r > ^ . If the dominant energy condition 




If EiQ = 0 for some lo, then M has only one end and N is flat along M. 
The Gauss and Codazzi equations for M C N give that (see §2) 
Too = \ { R - Y . h l + H ^ ) 
T^i = Vjhji - Viif , 
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where R and H = j^ hu are saclar curvature and mean curvature of M respectively. In 
the case of maximal spacelike hypersurface, i.e., H = 0, the dominant energy condition 
implies R > 0. Hence the positive mass conjecture, in the case, states that 
Possitive Mass Conjecture II Let M be a n-dimensional asymptotically flat mani-
fold of order r > ^ . If the scalar curvature R > 0，then, on each end Mi, Ei > 0. If 
Eio = 0 for some l^, then M is isomorphic to R^. 
When n 二 3, the positive mass conjecture was originally conjectured more than thirty 
years ago by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [A-D-M]. Subsequently, a great many people 
worked on this problem and proved various special cases. In 1978, Schoen and Yau used a 
geometrical method to prove this conjecture for the case of maximal spacelike hypersurface 
(Conjecture II) [S-Y1]. Using an auxiliary equation introduced by Jang [J], they gener-
alized their proof to the non-maximal spacelike hypersurface case (Conjecture I) [S-Y4], 
and finally solving this long-standing problem. They have also applied their method to 
proof the positive action conjecture [S-Y3]. Two years later, Witten presented a simple 
new proof of the Conjecture I by using spinors although several points of his argument 
• 
come from physical intuition and require justification [W1]. Soon later, Parker and Taubes 
gave a complete, rigorous and self-contained proof of the Conjecture I，based on Witten's 
formulation [P-T . 
It should be pointed out much information is hinted in Schoen and Yau's approach, 
which is still unknown. Roughly speaking, it asserts how to understand the Einstein field 
equations in the "mirror" Riemannian manifold of Spacetime. The black hole appears in 
their proof natually. Perhaps, some of their ideas may be used to understand the recent 
progresses in String theory. 
For the higher dimensional positive mass conjecture, only the maximal hypersurface 
case (Conjecture II) has been considered: Schoen gave a detail n-dimensional proof of 
his work with Yau which proved the Conjecture II through the use of volume minimizing 
hypersurface [Sc]. The proof they gave- workes for n < 7 in which dimensions they have 
complete regularity of volume minimizing hypersurfaces. Bartnik showed the proof of 
Conjecture II for n-dimensional spin manifolds following Witten's approach [B1]. But 
nothing appears for the non-maximal hypersurface case (Conjecture I). The difficulty to 
generalize Witten's approach to higher dimensional Lorentzian manifold is that spinors 
under the non-positive define metric is far from understanding. 
Here, we shall give the proof of Conjecture I for 4-dimensional spin spacelike hyper-
surface M in 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold N. We define the hypersurface spinors 
and the hypersurface Dirac operator acts on this spinors along M in terms of HU{1,1)= 
SpinP(4,l) structure. We also derive a relation between the hypersurface Dirac operator 
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and usually Dirac operator of M. By this relation, we derive two Weitzenbock formulas for 
the hypersurface Dirac operator which one was given by Witten [W1, P-T], and simplify 
the original argument for the existence of the hypersurface Dirac equation given by Parker 
and Taubes [P-T]. We prove the Conjecture I in the case. We also investigate some 
basic facts on Spin�structure on 4-dimensional manifolds, and define the hypersurface 
Spin^ structure. For complete Riemannian 4-dimensional manifold with Ricci curvature 
bounded from below and nonnegative scalar curvature, we show that any C^-solution of 
Seiberg-Witten equations is reducible. This generalizes an observation of Witten on finite 
energy solutions on R^ [W2]. The motivation is to try finding some relations between the 
positive mass conjecture and the Seiberg-Witten theory. They are still unclear. Finally, 
we show that, in general, the mean curvature of M must vanish at some points when 
the nontrivial solutions of D4> = 0 exist. It is at least two aspects of importance: The 
nonexistence of constant mean curvature hypersurfaces which are much interesting in gen-
eral relativity; on the other hand, the compactness of the moduli space of hypersurface 
Seiberg-Witten equations (6.13) fails since it depends on the nonzero lower bound of \H 
Z]. Such a bound does not exist on the set of irreducible solutions. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section, we shall study the structural equations for Lorentzian manifolds and derive 
the Gauss and Codazzi curvature equations for spacelike hypersurface. 
Let N be an [n + l)-dimensional manifold with Lorentzian metric g of signature 
( - 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 ) . Let {e^} be local orthonormal frame field in N, and {cj^} be its dual 
frame field so that g = -cuQ + Y U � ! . The Lorentzian connection forms uJaf3 of N are 
uniquely determined by the equations 
dujQ = Y^uJoi 八 uH, 
i 
duJi = -cJi0 八 c^ 0 + ^ ^ij 八 Uj, (2.1) 
j 
iOa(3 + C^ /3a = 0. 
The covariant derivatives are determined by the following equations 
•Deo = J2^0iei, 
i 
Dei = ^LUijCi - Uioeo. (2.2) 
j 
The curvature forms fla|3 of N are given by 
^Oi = d“，Qi — y^ CJQfc 八 UJki, 
k 
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^ij = duJij + UiQ A UQj — ^ LOik 八 Ukj, (2.3) 
k 
“^  1 >-^ 
^a/3 = - ^ ^aPj6^j 八 ^6, 
where Ra|3y6 are the components of the curvature tensor of N. The Ricci curvatures are 
<-w 6 <-v ^-^ ^^ • ^ «->>»* � 
Rocj3 = 9^ Raj|36 = -Ra0|30 + ^ ^ajPj- (2.4) 
j 
The scalar curvature is 
R = r^Rap = -Roo + E ^- = -2^00 + E 艮阶 (2-5) 
i i,j 
Let M be a spacelike hypersurface in N. We choose a local Lorentzian orthonormal 
frame field {ca} in N such that, restricted to M, the vectors {ci} are tangent to M, the 
induced Riemannian metric of M is g = Yd ^i and the induced structural equations of M 
are 
duJi = ^ Uik A Uk, ^ij + ^ji = 0, 
k 
duij = -cJio A uJoj + ^ cJik A cJkj + ^ij, (2.6) 
k 
^ij 二 duJij — Y^ Uik 八 Ukj = - ^ Rijki^k 八⑴“ 
k 2 
where O^j, Rijki denote the curvature forms and the components of curvature tensor of M 
respectively. 
By Cartan's lemma, we have Uio = hijUj, where hij are components of the second fun-
damental form of M in N. Then the above structural equations give the Gauss equations 
Rijki = Rijki - {hikhji - hiihjk), (2.7) 
and the Codazzi equations 
Roijk 二 hij,k - hik,j. (2.8) 
If N satisfies the Einstein equations (1.1), then (2.7), (2.8) give that 
� R � 
Too = Roo —飞互00 




Toi = Roi = J 2 h j i j - H , i , (2.10) 
3 
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where H = J^^ hu is the mean curvature. 
Proposition 2.1 IfTa^ = 0，then Ra(3 = 0. 
Proof. Denote T = tr-{T0,|3), then 
•/"W" -"W^ 
T = -Roo - § + E(^- - f ) 
i 
二 - 5 o o + Z > ^ i - ^ ^ ^ 5 
i 
- ^ R 
- 2 凡 
Therefore To,p = 0 gives that R = 0, then Ra/3 二 0 follows from the Einstein equations. • 
3 ffU(l, 1) Representation and Spinors 
In this section, and henceforth section, we always assume N is a 5-dimensional Lorentzian 
manifold with Lorentzian metric of signature (-1,1,1，1，1), and M is a spacelike hyper-
surface in N. We shall define the hypersurface spinors along M. We describe them first 
at the level of linear algebra and then globally on the manifold M. 
Denote H be the field of quaternious. The hyper-unitary group HU(1,1) is defined to 
be the subgroup of CL(2, H) that fixes the standard iJ-Hermitian symmetric form 
{p, q) = Pi • Qi - p2 • g2 
where p 二 (p1,p2Y,q 二 (qi,q2)t € H\ The group HU{l,l) = Svin^{4.,!) is the double 
covering group of connected Lorentz group 50(4 ,1) , see [Ha], p272. Let V be the funda-
mental representation of HU{1,1) on H^. For any X G End(V), denote X* the adjoint 
of X under HU{l, 1) Hermitian structure. We note that any A e HU(1,1) if and only if 
AA* — J, A*A 二 I. On End[V), we define the operator 
RT{X) = Re{Trace{X)}. (3.1) 
Proposition 3.1 RT is well-defined, i.e., RT is independent on the choice of basis. More-
over, for any X , Y G End{V), 
RT{X*Y) = RT{YX*) = RT{XY*). 
Proof. Choosing a basis, we can write 
X = (^11 ^ 1 2 ) Y = f 如 yu ) 
_ \ x21 x22 y， v y21 y22 ) • 
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Then 
= ( 1 0 )—1 ( xii X2i \ ( 1 0 \ 二 ( x n -X2i \ 
_ 1^  0 - 1 j 1^  ^ 12 ^22 ) V 0 - 1 ) _ V 一无12 ^22 ) , 
y* = f 1 0 )—1 / yn y21 ) ( 1 。 ) 二 ( yii -y21 \ 
_ y 0 —1 ) ( yu y22 ) \ 0 -1 ) — \^  -yi2 y22 y， 
where xn, xu, x21, x22, yii, y12, y21, y22 are quaternious numbers. We have RT{X)= 
Re{xii + X22). Changing basis, X changes to A'^XA for some A G HU{1,1). So, for 
proving the first part of the proposition, we need only show that RT{A~^XA) = RT{X). 
Let A = ( ^ b )，then A e HU{1,1) gives that 
V c ^ / 
a|2_|6|2 = l , |fi|2_|c|2 = i , a d — b k O . 
We note that 两=p, Re{x) = i?e(^，Re{xy) 二 Re(ocp) for any quaternious numbers x, 
y. Therefore, 
RT{A-^XA) = RT{A*XA) 
=Re{axiia — cx21a + ax12c — cx22c 
—bxiib + dx21b — bx12d + dx22d) 
=Re{\a\^xi i - |cpx22 一 |6pxii + \d\^X22 
-cax2i + dhx21 + acx12 — bdx12) 
=Re(xii H- x22) 
=RT{X). 
For the proof of the second part, since 
RT{X^Y) = Re{xiiyii - xuyu — x21y21 + ^222/22), 
RT{YX*) = i^ (2m i^i - y12x12 - y21x21 + y22y22), 
RT{XY*) = Re(xnyn — ^12m - ^21m + ^22^22)-
Hence it follows. 口 
Corollary 3.1 On End{V) ， inner product 
� X , Y) = -^RT{X*Y) (3.2) 
is independent on the choice of basis. 
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Set 
^^ = {X e End(V) : X = X*}. (3.3) 
It is independent on the choice of basis since {A*XA)* 二 A*X*A 二 A*XA for any X G H, 
A e HU(1,1). 
Proposition 3.2 On ^, Trace{X) is independent on the choice of basis. 
Proof. Choosing a basis, let X given by a matrix as above. Then, X 二 X* gives 
that xn = ^ii, x22 = ^22, x12 = -X2i- Hence xn, x22 are real numbers, and RT{X) 二 
xii + x22 = Trace{X). 口 
Proposition 3.3 Set 
Ko 二 {X e N, Trace{X) = 0} (3.4) 
then (b^o, I  II) 二 (只4’1, g)^ where g is the standnd Lorentzian metric on R^'� 
Proof. Choosing a basis, and take x n = xo, x22 = - x o , x u = x1+x2i + x3j + x4k 三 a:, 
xo, x1,x2, ^3,a;4 are all real numbers. It gives 
X = X* = { 狗 ^ � y -X -xo y 
for any X G Ho. Obviously, ||Xf = (X, X) = -xl + xl + xj+xl + xl = g{X,X). Hence 
we can identify any X = (xo,^1,a:2,^3,^4) G i?4’i as an element in Ho with norm ||X||, 
under a basis, which is given by the matrix 
X = ( 卻 工 ) , (3.5) 
\ -X -XQ ) 
where x 二 j;i + x2i + x^j + x4k. Moreover, this identification does not depend on the 
choice of basis. 口 
Choosing an orthornormal basis {e^} on i?4，i with eo timelike, let {e^} be its dual 
basis. Then we have the following representations on V, 
, o _ f l 0 ) 
卜 （ 0 - l j ' 
e i - ( � 1 ) 
- ( - 1 oJ, 
2 [ 0 i \ (义只、 
6二 i 0 ’ （ 叫 V ^ ^ / 
e 3 - ( � 0 
" W ' oJ, 
,4 _ f 0 k \ 
" U 。 入 
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Now we see the Lie algebra hu(l, 1) of Lie group HU(1,1). For any a e hu(l, 1), 
(expta*)(expta) 二 (expta)*(exp ta) = 1. 
Hence 
a* + a = 0, (3.7) 
where a* is the adjoint of a under HU(1,1) Hermitian structure. 
Let 
an ai2 \ a = , 
y ^21 CL22 J 
then (3.7) gives 
/ an + aii -a21 + a12 \ ^ g 
y -a21 + a21 a22 + cL22 y 
Therefore an , a22 are purely imaginary, and au 二 S21. Hence dirriRhu(l, 1) = 10. In 
terms of the representations of {e^} given by (3.6), we can obtain 
hu(l, 1) 二 spariR{eae^ a * ^}. 
We note that 
so(4，l) = span7?{e"Ae々， a / /3}. 
This gives hu(l,l) ^ so(4,l) . 
The spinors for Spin^(4,1) = HU(1,1) structure is just defined by V. This space has 
a JIU(1,1) invariant Hermitian inner product defined by 
(¢, V0 = f i . m - 6 . V2 (3-8) 
for 4> 二（$1,(2), G V,i^ 二 (jJi,mY e V. This inner product is not positive definite. 
We define the Clifford Multiplication map，，.” 
.:i?4,i 0 V 一 V 
X. (/) = x^, 
where X is the correspondent element in ^o for point in i?4’i, choosing a basis , given by 
the matrix (3.5). Obviously, 
X X = i 夠 ^ ) { ， ^ ) 




X . y. +Y.X. = -2g{X,Y)'Id. 
So by the universal property of Clifford algebra, the map，，.，，can be extended to a quater-
nious representation of Clifford algebra C/(4,1), hence to the group HU(1,1). 
The choice of a timelike covector e^  yields a diagram 
Sp(l) X Sp(l)三 HU(1,1) 
Pl丄 丄P2 
50(4) 二 50(4,1), 
where the maps are defined as follows: write x = xi + x2i + x^j + x4k G H = R^, 
X 二 f 狗 工 ) G % = i?4，i, for p, q ^ 办 ⑴ ， A G HU(1,1)，a e 50(4), 
y -X -XQ ) 
Pi{{p^Qi))x = _ , 
P2{A)X = AXA*, 
d((A")) = (0 1 , 
a{a)X = ( ^^ • V \ ‘ y —ax —XQ J 
The double-covering map pi is well-known and we refer to [Sa]. Since 
( P 2 ( X ) , P2(yy) - {AXA\ AYA^) 
=--RT{{AXA^yAYA*) 
2 
= - i RT{AXYA*) 
- - i RT{{AXyAY) 
z 
= - ^ R T { X * Y ) 
二 〈 足 n 
it implies p2{A) e 50(4 ,1) . Now we see Ker{p2), for any A = ( ：二 二^ ) G Ker{p2), 
then AX = XA for any X G ^ =丑4’1. Taking xo = 1, x = 0 gives au = a21 = 0. 
Taking xo 二 0 , 工 = 1 gives an 二 ¢^ 22. Moreover, aux = xan for any x E H = R^, 
then it gives an = ±1. Hence Ker{p2) 二 ^2. This together with hu(l,l) ^ so(4, l ) 
actually imply that p2 is a double-covering map. Also we can obtain in a standand way 
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that dp2 ： hu(l, 1) ^ 5o(4,1) given by dp2{e^e^) = 2e^ A e^. Finally, 
M( � � Y i V 0 \ { $0 冗 ] ( P 0 \ 
P2oa((M))X = ( 。 J ( _ ^ -.0 j i 0 ,- j 
= f pxoP _ ) = f ^0 pxq \ 
_ 1^ -qxp —qxQq J y -qxp -Xo J , 
aopi((p,g))X = ( 工二 _)二（孙—网―）. 
” \\ ” \ -pxq -XQ 乂 \^  -qxp -Xo 乂 
Therefore 
p2 0 OL = a 0 pi. 
The above diagram allows us to regard V as 5pm(4) = 5p(l) x Sp{l) representation 
(1 0 \ 
and gives V an another Hermitian structure. The Clifford multiplication e° = ( ^ _^ : 
V — V gives an isomorphism V = V, the new Hermitian structure on V is given by this 
isomorphism together with the isomorphism V ^ V* given by the HU(1,1) structure. In 
another word, there is another Hermitian inner product on V given by 
(¢:¢) = (eG.^ VO 
二（(fl,—€2)〜（"l’772”） 
= , 1 • m - (-6) • m 
=6-^1 + 6-^ 2- (3-9) 
for 0 二 {ii->^2f e y^ • = ("1,"2)t G V. Hence this new inner product is positive definite 
and Sp{l) X 5^ (1) invariant. 
Proposition 3.4 For any X G i?4’i，spinors (/>,V' G V, we have 
{x.<j>. ¢). = (¢, x.vO. 
Proof. We note that X G 民 thus 
(x.cfi, vO = (^¢: ¢) = (x*A V0 =(么 x^ = (¢^ XApv 
• 
Proposition 3.5 For any x = (x1,x2,x3,x4) G R^ regarded as an embedding X 二 
(0,工1，0；2,工3,工4) e i^4’i，we have 
{x.4>, ^) = -((/>, x.i/), �eO.0, ii) =�0, eO.V^ �. 
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Proof. 
{x.^, ¢) = {e^.x.^,妙）=-(e°.(/), x.VO = -(</>,工沖), 
(e°.0, ^) = (eG.eO.(^ , V0 = (e^ -0, eD =〈么想 
• 
Define the volume form * = —e^.e^.e^.e^.. Direct computation shows 
二 (—咖 0 \ = ( 1 0 \ 
_ 1^  0 ijk ) _ 1^  0 -1 j . 
Hence *2= ld. And V = V+ 0 V~, where 
V+ = {¢:^.¢ = ¢) = ((^, 0)^ }, 
v^ - = W:*.0 = - ^ = {(o,")'}. 
Proposition 3.6 Half spinor spaces V+，V~ are orthogonal under inner products ( , ) 
and { , ) . 
Proof. Propositions 3.4, 3.5 imply that opertor '*，is isometric under these two inner 
products. For ¢+ G V+, J^_ G V _ , we have 
((^ +, vo 二（*-0+, — * -in = • , •—), 
�(^ +, ¢-) = (*.¢+, - * .¢-) = -(^+, in. 
Therefore 
(0+, VO = o, (0+, f � = o. 
• 
In terms of (3.6), we obtain 
Proposition 3.7 For any 0+ G F+, ^' G V', we have 
e^. ¢+ = 0 + , e ^ - = _^-, e\ 0 + € F " , e\ ¢- G V + . 
In R\ space of 2-forms 八 splits as self-dual part 八+ and anti-self-dual part A— by the 
Hodge star operator. Where 
八+ = - n { e i A e 2 + e 3 A e V A e 3 + e 4 A e V A e 3 + e4Ae i } , 
八一 二 — n { e i A e 2 — e 3 A e V A e 3 - e 4 A e 2 ， e 2 A e 3 - e 4 A e i } . 
Define the Clifford multiplication of 2-form on V by: 
{e' A e ” . 小 = e \ e � ¢ , for i + j. (3.10) 
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Proposition 3.8 
八+.广=0, /\". y+ = o. 
Proof. It shows by (3.6), (3.10) that 
(ei A e2 + e3 A e ” . 伞 = ( ^ ^ ^ ) 0， 
(e'Ae' + e'Ae').^=(^l^ j j ^ , 
(e^ Ae^  + e^ Ae^ ).(/>= || ^^ ^ ^  0, 
(eiAe2-e^Ae4).(^=f ^ ,^. ^ , (3.11) 
V u —22 / 
( e i A e 3 — e 4 A e 2 ) . 0 = ( 3 _2^. ^ ¢, 
( e W - e W ) > ( ; : ) * 
Hence the proposition follows. 口 
From now on, we always assume M is a spin spacelike hypersurface in N. Then, the 
above algebra facts carry over to vector bundles once a spin structure is choosen. Let 
F{N) denote the 50(4 ,1 ) frame bundle of the cotangent bundle of N and let i : M ~~�N 
be the inclusion. The required spin structure is a lift of the bundle i*F{N) to a HU{1,1) 
bundle over M. But 
i*F{N) = F{M)x^SO{iA), 
so we need only lift the 50(4 ) frame bundle of M to a 5p(l) x 5;?(!) bundle F(M). The 
obstruction to such an F{M) is the Stiefel-Whitney class u2{M). 
Since M is spin, u2(M) = 0, F(M) exists. The number of such lifts F{M) is then 
classified by H^{M,Z2). Choosing one, we obtain the desired HU(1,1) bundle 
i*FfN) = F^M) Xs,HU{l,l) 
over M and the associated spin vector bundle 
i*F(N) XpV = FjM) XpV, 
where p is the representation V of HU{1,1), and p is its restriction to Sp(l) x Sp{l). This 
vector bundle — denoted S - carries the inner products ( , ) and ( , � . Sections of S 
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are called Hypersurface Spinors along M. Proposition 3.3 implies T*M = ^o{S), so the 
Clifford multiplication is globally-defined on M. 
- - w "•""" z 
The metric connection V on F{N) determines connections on i*F{N) and its associated 
bundle; The resulting connection (also denoted) V on S is compatible with the metric ( , ) 
but not compatible with the metric ( , � . Let V be the Riemannian connection on F{M). 
It also induces a connection V on S 二 F{M) Xp V. We shall show that V is compatible 
with ( , � . 
Fix a point p e M and an orthonormal basis { e � } of TpN with eo normal and 
ei, 62, 63, 64 tangent to M. Extend ei, e2, e3, e4 to an orthonormal frame in a 
neighbourhood of p in M such that 
(ViCj)p = 0, 1 < iJ < 4. 
Extend this to a local orthonormal {ca} for N with 
(Voe,-)p = 0, 1 < i < 4. 
Let {e^} be the dual coframe. Then 
{Vie^)p = -hij6^, 
(V,e°)p = - h i j e ' l < z , j < 4 , 
where hij = (V^eo, Cj) are the components of the second fundamental form at p. 
The connection forms for the metric connection on F{N), F{M) are given by 
ijN = cj#e"Ae^, 
ujM = oJijc' A e^  
.—. 一"""^�~""" "-^ -^  
respectively. The connection forms for induced connections V and V on i*F{N),F{M) 
are 
~ N 1 a B � 二 3 Ua|3e^.e^., 
u^ = ^ uJije^.eK 2 
respectively by the lie algebra isomorphism p : so(4,1) = hu(l, 1), p(e^ 八 e � ) = | e^.e^.. 
Since ujQi = hijUjj along M, we have the following relations about connections on 5, 
V 二 V + i/^.fco;%eO.e"^.., (3.12) 
2 J 
Vi 二 Vi + ^yeO.e"^... (3.13) 
z 
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Proposition 3.9 The induced connection V on S is compatible with the metric { , � . 
Proof. In the above frame we have, at p G M, (Vie°)p = -hije^, then 
d{{^, i^)^ei) = d{{e^.^, ^ ) * e , ) 
= [ { - h r j e ^ . c j > , ¢ ) + (e°.V,^), ¢ ) + (eO.0，々,利）* 1 
= ( ( - ^ , e ^ ' . 0 , ij) + (e^V,0, iP) + (e°.0, V<VO + 
(e° . i fH]eO.e].4>, ^) + (e^0, ^ h,,e^.e'4)) * 1 
= ( ( V , 0 , V^ ) + (0, V,tA))*l. 
• 
Finally, we define a corresponding set of "constant spinors" for each end Mi. Let 6 : 
R^ - Ki ~~> Ml be the diffeomorphism which defines Mi. The pullback bundle e^[F{M) 
differs from the trivial spin bundle over R^ - Ki by an element of H^{R^ - Ki\ Z2) = 0. 
Hence the spin structure is trivial over the end M/ and the bundle Q*S extends trivially 
over all of R^. The € ) � i - pullbacks of the constant sections of the bundle R^ x S over R^ 
then provide a set of "constant spinors" over the Mi. 
4 The Hypersurface Dirac Operators 
The hypersurface spinor bundle S along M splits as a direct sum of positive half spinor 
bundle 5+ and negative half spinor bundle S: The connection V preserves this splittings 
since V commutes with operator * = -e^e^.e^.e^., but the connection V does not preserve 
this splittings. 
Denote c the Clifford multiplication ”.，,，the usually Dirac operator on M defined by 
V on S is the composition 
r(5) ^ r(T*M 0 5) " ^ r(5). 
� 〜 
The hypersurface Dirac operator - denoted D — is defined by the second connection V 
on S. Intrinsically, D is the composition 
r ( 5 ) 三 r(T*M ® S) ^ T{S). 
In a local orthonormal coframe { e ] of M, 
D(j) = e�Vi^, D^ = e\Vi^ 
for any 4> G F(5). 
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By Propositions 3.5, 3.9, D is self-adjoint under the metr ic� , � . Also we have the 
classical Lichnerowicz formula: 
‘ D*D = D2 = V*V + , , (4.1) 
where R is the scalar curvature of M. 
Lemma 4.1 For any 4> E r(*S), we have 
D^ = Dc^ + ^e'.4>, (4.2) 
Z/ 
where H = Y^ hu is the mean curvature. 
Proof. Since hij = hji, and e\eK = -e^.e\，for i + j, then (3.13) gives 
1 H 
D^ - e\Vi^ = e\Vi^ + - hije\e^.e^.^ = D^ + — e°.0. 
z ^ 
• 
We note that writing 4> 二 办++卞—where ¢+ € 5+, • - G 5~, we have e°.0+ = 0+，e°.V^~ 
=—^—. 
Lemma 4.2 
d{{e'.c|), ^) * e ' ) = 綱 , ^ ) — {(/), Di^)) * 1 = _ , V^ ) - {¢, _ * 1’ 
现 V,V )^ * e” = ((Vi0, Vii^) - { ¢ , ( - � z + h # \ e ] . � � i ^ P � � * 1. 
Proof. 
d((ei.</s ¢) * e') = ((e\V,<^, ¢) - {e\^, Vi^)) * 1 
二 胸,iP) - ((/>, D^)) * 1 
=(〈彻-寻60.么^ 〉^-〈0’5^ -^寻60.州*1 
二 （〈6(/vV^ �-�(?^ ,5V;〉）*l. 
嚇 Vi^) * e') = {{Vi^, Vi^) — ((/), ViViiP)) * 1 
= = W S ^ i < l ^ - \ h i 3 e \ e i 4 ) , � r f } -
�0 , (V,-i/ii,-eO.e^V^)V,V^))*l 
=((Vic />, Vi^) - � 0 ， ( - V i + hij6^.e'.)Vi^)) * 1. 
• 
Corollary 4.1 D* = D, D* = 5 , V* = -V^ + hijC^.e^.. 
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Now we derive the following two Weitzenbock formulas, the second was given by Witten 
W1, P-T]. Our approach is a little different from them. 
Theorem 4.1 For any 伞 G r(5), 
52(/) = V*V(/> + i {R + H^)4> - ^ ViHe^.e\<fi (4.3) 
=V*W + ^ (Too + TQieQ.e��^. (4.4) 
u 
Proof. Since 
•办0.利 二 (Vi-^hije'.e^.)(e'.^) 
=-hij6^.^ + e^Vi^+ ^ hije].4> 
=e^(Vi-i/ii^-e^e^'.)0 = e^.Vi0, 
Zi 
then the Lemma 4.1 and Lichnerowicz formula (4.1) show 
5 � = (D + Je'.KD¢+Je'.¢) 
=D'¢+^e'.e'.¢+^e\V^He'.¢ 
r> ff2 1 = V * V c / ) + T ^ + ^ ^ - o ^iHe\e\4>. 4 4 2 
But 
V*V(?^  二 {-Vi + hije^J.)Vi4> 
二 ( - V i + \ h,je^.e'.){Vi4> + \ hikC^.e^4) 
二 V*V0 - ~^hijhike�ek.^ - ^i(hi3e^e].4>) + ^]e^elV# 
=V*V0+i Y.^l4>-\ Vihije^.e^.^. 
i,j 
Substituting it into (4.4) and using (2.9), (2.10), we obtain, 
5、二 V * f ( / ) + | ( i ? — | 4 2 + ^ 2 ) ^ + ^ ( V j . / i W - V # ) e O . e � 
=V*V0+^(2oo+%eO.e\)(/). 
• 
In terms of Lemma 4.2, we get the integral form of the Weitzenbock formula. 
f |Wl' + {¢. m — m\' = 1 [ 〈 成 [ e \ e^ '].V,>) * e\ (4.5) 
JM ^ JdM 
where R = ^ {Too+Toie^.e'.), and [e% e ]^. = e\e^. - e^.e\. 
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5 Boundary Value Problems, Positive Mass Conjecture 
In this section, we assume M is a spin spacelike asymptotically flat hypersurface of order 
r > 1. We shall study the infinity boundary value problems for the hypersurface Dirac 
equation. We simplify the original arguments in [P-T]. Finally, we prove the Positive 
Mass Conjecture I in our case. 
Lemma 5.1 Suppose that ¢, {^i} are C^ hypersurface spinors along M and satisfy 
〜 〜 
V 0 二 0, V^i = 0 for each i 
{i) If lima;—oo ^{x) 二 0，where the limit is taken along M in one asymptotic end, then 
伞 二 0. 
{ii) If {¢^} are linearly independent in some end, then they are linearly independent ev-
erywhere on M. 
Proof. (z) The assumption V(/> 二 0 gives that Vi^ 二 -$ijeQ.eL^. Therefore 
2WWW = M|(/f| = |[{V^ (/>, ¢) + (¢,Vi¢)]e'\ < |/i||0|2. 
On each end, since h 二 0(r_T_i) , this gives 
d\^\\ < Cr-T-i 
on the complement of the zero set of ¢. Integrating this along a path from xo G M gives 
\¢{x)\ > | ^ a ; o ) | e C ( l � - ' — I M 1 . 
Taking x to be the first zero of 4> along the path of integration, or taking the limit as 
x| ^ oo if no such zero exists, shows that ¢{xo) = 0. Hence 伞=0 on the ends. On the 
compact set K, since h is bounded, we have 
\^{x)\ > j0(ro)|eC(M-M). 
Hence 4> 二 0 on K in taking the path to the ends. 
{ii) It follows from the first part. 口 
Remark 5.1 4> may not be zero if the decay ofh is not faster than 0(r—i). 
By (1.2), (1.3) (1.4) and Lemma 4.1, D gives the maps for the following weighted 
Holder spaces 
c ! v " ( 5 ) 上 c iv"- i (^) J c % % ( s ) (5.1) 
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Lemma 5.2 On C^^{S), we have, for the maps (5.1), 
Ker{D) 二 Ker�&^�. 
Proof. Obviously, Ker{D) C Ker{&). Let 伞 G c ! ' " ( 5 ) such that 5 � = 0. Then by 
Lemma 4.2 
< (e\0 , 3^>} * e') = ((¢, &(\>) - � 5 ( ^ , _ * 1 二 -|5(^|2 * 1. 
Thus 
f |5(^|2 * 1 = [ {e\4>. D4>) * e� 
JM JdM 
But {e\^, D^) = 0(r_2T-i) , &nd Vol{dM) = 0(r_3) by (1.2)，(1.3). Hencethe right side 
of the above integral vanishes. Therefore 5^ = 0 on M. This gives Ker{&) C Ker{D) 
and we complete the proof. 口 
Lemma 5.3 Ifthe dominant energy condition holds on M, then the maps (5.1) is injective 
for each D. 
Proof. Direct computation shows 
rr , rp M J _ ( Too To \ 
Too + J-oie .e . = I � � T o o ) , 
where To 二 Toi + T02i + Thj + T04k. It is semi-positive definite when M satisfies the 
dominant energy condition. Thus {¢, R4>) > 0. If 0 G Ker{D) for either 5 , ^ € C^_l^{S) 
or 4> e Ci'"_i(5'), then lim^_oo 4> 二 0. Furthermore， 
〈么[e% e^].Vj^) = (¢, [e\ e^"].(V,> + ^ h,je^.eKcj>)) = 0(7"—2丁-1). 
Hence (4.5) gives V(/> = 0 on M and we complete the proof by Lemma 5.1 (i). 口 
We recall the following theorem about the weighted elliptic regularity. For the proof, 
we refer to [L-P . � 
Theorem 5.1 If 0 < /5 < 2, h G C^'"(5) for some 8 > 2，and the operator 
•*• + /^  ： c!';(5) ^ C'_:;_2{S) 
is injective, then it is isomorphism. 
Lemma 5.4 If the dominant energy condition holds on M, then the map 
52 ： c!v"(^ ) — c!v"-2(^ ) 
is an isomorphism. 
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\ �‘ 
Proof. (1.2) (1.3) and (1.4) show that 
(臺(R + H ' ) - i V i H e ' . e \ ) G c ! ' - _ i ( ^ ) 
Hence (4.4) and the above theorem give the proof. 口 
Lemma 5.5 If the dominant energy condition holds on M, then the maps (5.1) is an 
isomorphism for each D. 
Proof. Each D is injective but D^ is surjective. Hence each D is surjective. 口 
Theorem 5.2 Ifthe dominant energy condition holds on M, then for any constant spinor 
00 on ends, the following boundary value problem has a unique solution 小 G C^'^{S). 
I D<P = 0 (5.2) 
I lim,.^oo 4> = 00-
Proof. The hypothesis on asymptotical metric, on each end, allow for an orthonormal 
coframe {e ' } with \e' - dx'\ = 0(r—T—i)，where {dx^) is the asympotical coordinates on 
the end. In fact, orthonormalizing {dx^) yields an orthonormal coframe 
e' = dx' + \aikdx^ + 0{T-^-^) (5.3) 
Li 
which gives the required coframe { e ] . And 
V j 二 dj - i Tkjidx^.dxK + 0(7" -T- i ) , 
where 
Tkji = ^ {dj9kl + di9kj - dk9ji) = 0{r-^'^). 
For constant spinor </>o, ^ 0 o = 0, we have 
H 
D^o 二 eWi^Q + — e^.^o 
二 - ^ rkjidx'.dx^^dx^.^o + 寻 6。為 + 0(r—T—i). 
4 ^ 
Hence 5 如 G Ci ' "_ i (5) . By Lemma 5.5, there is unique ¢1 E c ! ' " ( 5 ) such that 5</>i = 
- B ^ 0 ' Take 4> = ¢1 + ¢0. Obviously, </> is the unique solution of (5.2). 口 
) 
Positive Mass Conjecture Let N be a 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold with Lorentzian 
metric g of signature ( - 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ’ 1)，M C N be a spin spacelike asymptotically flat hyper-







If Eio 二 0 for some lo, then M has only one end and N is flat along M. 
Proof. For end Mi, let constant spinor ¢0 be |如| = 1 on Mi, and ¢0 二 0 on other 
ends. Denote 小=</>i + ¢0, where ¢1 G C^^{S) be the corresponding solution of (5.2) for 
this 00. Thus, (4.5) gives, under the coframe { e ] choosen in (5.3), 





V 二 f 狐[e\ e'].VjM + (¢0, le\ e^ '].V,>i) + (¢1, [e^  e^ '].V,-(^ i>) * e^  
^ JdM 
= f i^u[e%e'].VjM^e'+ f {¢ulhjk[e\e^U^.eK¢o)>^e' + 
JdM JdM 乙 
f (-V,>o, [e\ e^|0i) * e^ + [ d{4>o, [e\ e)].0i) * (e'八 e]) + 
JdM JdM 
f (h,lhjk[e\e^].e'.e\<l>i)^e'+ [ {0i,[e\e^].V,-0i>*e^ 
JdM 2 JdM 
二 2Ref W>i,[e^"^'].Vj.0o>*e^+/ (0i,[e\e^'].V,>i>*e^ + 
JdM JdM 
Re f hjk{¢u[e\e^].e^.e^¢o)^e' + l [ hJk{¢u[e\e^U^.eK¢l)^e\ 
JdM 2 JdM 
Since ¢1 二 0(r-T), Vj^o 二 0(广卜1)，hij 二 0(广卜1), then E 二 •. Therefore 
2 / |V(/)|' + {0,^0> 二 f ((0o, [dx%dx^].Vjc|>o) + O(r-2-i)) ^ ^^z 
JM JdM 
=[{¢0,--Tkji[dx\dx^].[dx\dx^].M * d^' + 
JdM 8 
[〈如,-hjk[dx\dx^.dx^.dx^.^o) * dXf 
JdM 2 
二 f U^0,rkji{s^'p'-p'6'')^0)^dn^ + 
JdM� 
f (00, hjk{S'^ + dx'.dx^.)dx^.dx^.4>0) * dn\ 
JdM -
Since Tkji 二 T"kij, we have 
r ^ K # ^ - "•"#) = E Ti]i- - E ^kjiS''P' 
j,l,j7^i j,l,k^i,j^l 
—^ijj ~ ^jji 
= i {djQij + djQij - diQjj - djQji - diQjj + djgji) 
=djQij - diQjj, 
hjk{S'^ + dx'.dx^).dx^.dx^. = hikdx^.dx^. + hjjdx\dx^.dx^.dxK 
={hik 一 6ikhjj)dx^.dx^. 
={hik-6ikhjj)e^.e^. + 0{r-^^-^). 
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Therefore 
2 [ |V(/)P +〈么 ^ ¢ ) : 1 ((0o, E M + (</>o, Pike^-e^-M)-
JM ^ 
But 
0 k ( 0 pi \ 
m e .e . = 1^  - 0 ) , 
where pi 二 pn +Pi2^+Pisj +Pi4:k has real eigenvalues A = ±|i^|. Now we take ¢0 to be the 
eigenspinor of eigenvalue -|P/| with |</>o| 二 1. In terms of this constant spinor, we finally 
obtain 
Ei-\Pi\ = i [ |v0|2 + (0, m > 0 
JM 
Thus the proof of the first part is complete. 
Now suppose that Ei = 0. Choose a basis j>oc|c = 1, 2} of constant spinors and take 
as asymptotic data the constant spinors {^zc|c = 1, 2} with ^ic = ^Oc on Mi and ^ic = 0 
on all other ends Mi. Let ^c be the solutions of D^c = 0 constructed from this data by 
Theorem 5.2. The vanishing of Ei then implies V^c = 0 and ^c — 0 uniformly on each 
end except Mi. But this contradicts Lemma 5.1 (i) unless Mi is the only end of M. 
Because {i^c} are linearly independent on Mi they are linearly independent everywhere 
by Lemma 5.1 (ii). Furthermore, V^c = 0, so in a local frame { e J of M, 
0 = ( V i V , - — V , - V i - V[e, , e,])i^c = - \ Raf i i j e^ -e^-^c 
for all 1 < i, j < 4. This implies 
Ra^ij 二 0, 1 < i, j < 4. (5.4) 
Then the Einstein's equations give 
)^=臺 X ) Rijij = 0-
And the dominant energy condition shows 
Ta|3l < |Too| 二 0. 
Hence Proposition 2.1 gives Ra(3 = 0. This together with (5.4) implies 
RaM^ 二 0, 0 < a, /3, 7，^ < 4. 
Therefore N is flat along M. And we complete the proof of Theorem. 口 
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6 Spin^ Structures, Seiberg—Witten Equations 
In the proof of Positive Mass Conjecture for 5-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds, we have 
to assume spacelike hypersurface is spin so as to ensure the global existence of hypersurface 
spinor S. For general spacelike hypersurface, S may not exist globally, but we shall show 
that S ® L2 does exist golbally where L is some Ui line bundle. This is Spin�structure. 
Firstly, we investigate some basic facts about Spirf structure. Let M be an orientable 
4-dimensional Riemannian manifold. The group 5pm(4) is the double covering of 50(4) 
with covering map f : 5pm(4) ~~^ 50(4). The group Spin^{4:) is defined as 
Spin^{4:) 二 S^pin(4) x^g Ui 
which we identify (a, -b)�（-a, b) in 5pm(4) x Ui. Note that Spin%4:) is a double 
covering of 50(4) x Ui. And the sequence 
0 — ^2 一 5pm^(4) ^ 50(4) X Vx 一 0 (6.1) 
[(a, 6)] H (e(a), 62) 
is exact, where Z2 C 5pm^(4) is generated by [(-1, 1)] 二 [(1, —1).. 
Let (t/, {ga^})-> [U, {ra|3}) be cocycles represent F{M) and Pu,. The liftings oigap and 
r_ in Spin%4:) are ga/3 and r ^ respectively, where g^|3 is the lifting of ga/3 from 50(4) 
to Spin{4:) by the covering map .^ Define 
1 1 1 
^a/37 = 9a0Mho^<^^M^l^ 
on Ua 门 U|3 门 t/了. Since 
C{0Joc(3^) = ga|3gM9locTa|3Tp^r^oc = 1, 
we see that {a;^^^} represents a ^2 cocycle. 
The short exact sequence (6.2) yields a long exact sequence 
H\M, 5pm^(4)) ^ H\M, SO{^))®H\M, Ui)^H^M, Z2), 
； i c^ P c I 
9a|5rl|3] ^ [Qa^] ® FaiS] ‘~~^ ra/37l = ^2 + [^aM^' 
The exact sequence 
0 ~"^ Z2 ~ ^ Ui ^ Ui ~~^ 0 
yields 
H\M, Ui) — H\M, Ui) — iJ'(M, Z2), 
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i i K y ^ M H K W -
Hence, p{[gaf3], [rap]) = a;2(M) + 5 ( L ) , where 5 ( L ) is the mod 2 reduction of ci(L) G 
ij2(M, Z). 
The Spin^{4:) structure over TM or T*M is that {w^p^ 二 l}，i.e., {w^ap^} represents a 
cocycle in Cech cohomology. This gives u2{M) + c1{L) = 0 &ndS^L2 is globally defined, 
1 丄 
where S = {U, {gap}) is local spinor bundle and L2 二 (U, { , � " } ) is square root of some 
Ui line bundle. The distinct Spin^ structures are in 1 一 1 correspondence with element 
_ffi(M, Z2)� 2H\M, Z) since Spin^ structure is composed by the Spin structure and 
the square root of line bundle. 
Any orientable 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold admits a Spirf structure [H-H . 
Denote the associated bundle of principal 5pm^(4) bundle as W with correspendent Ui 
line bundle L, then 
T^ = 5 0 L i 
For any connection cU = d + A on L with zi^-value connection 1-form A, the induced 
connection on L^ is just dA = d + \ A, its curvature F^ = \ dA 二 | F ] , where ^ is 
the curvature of dA which is zi^-value 2-form. The connection V ^ on W is contributed by 
""*"" 1 __ 
the connection V on S given in §3 together with a connection dA on L2. Explicitly, write 
¢) = a ® € e S 0 L^, then 
VA^ 二 N<y � e + a 0 dAS. 
We can define the Dirac operator LU related to A. In a local coframe {e ' } of M, 
BA = e\VAi- Under the action of |^ on spinors defined by (3.10), we have the following 
Weitzenbock formula [L-M • 
D\DA = T)\ = V i V A + f + \ FA. (6-2) 
where R is the scalar curvature of M, FA. denotes Clifford multiplication by the 2-form 
FA-
If M is an orientable spacelike hypersurface (not spin) in N. The choice of timelike 
covector e° also yields a diagram 
Spirf{4) ^ HU{l,l) xz,Ui 
丄 丄 
5 0 ( 4 ) X Ui ^ 5 0 ( 4 , 1 ) X Ui 
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and allow us to define the hypersurface spinors - also denoted W - for HU(1,1) x & Ui 
structure along M. Moreover, W = W^ © W _ , ^^士 = 6"士 � L�and 5^士 are locally half 
hypersurface spinor bundles and L is some Ui line bundle defined on M. Extend L with 
its connection d,A onto the neighborhood of M in N parallelly. This new dA together with 
/—"•" x ^ 
V defines a connection V ^ on W. For this hypersurface spinor^ bundle, there are all the 
correspondent facts shown in §§3 一 4. The hypersurface Dirac operator &A related to A 
can also be defined by the second connection V^i on W. The relation to the usual DA is 
still 
L>A^ = DA4>+^e^-4> (6-3) 
Zi 
for (/) G r(Vl^), where H = J2hu is the mean curvature. Also we have the Weitzenbock 
formulas 
D\DA = D\ = VV^A + |(i^ + i^2)-^V2i7eO.e^ + ^i^+ (6.4) 
二 nVA + ^ (Too + ToieO.e\) + ^ ^ . (6-5) 
Now we derive the Unique Continuation Property for this 5 ^ (In fact, we show it for 
operator DA + V, where D^ is the Dirac operator for 5^>m^(4) structure of M, V is either 
bounded covector/vector, or bounded function on M.). 
Theorem 6.1 (Carleman's type inequality, [B-W], §8) Let M be an orientible 4-dimensional 
manifold. DA is the Dirac operator acts on spinors for Spin^ structure. Let Bp{r) and 
Bp{R) be two balls in M centered at p G M radii r and R{> r) respectively. Denote Nr,R 
=Bp{R) — Bp(r), p{x) 二 dist{x,p). There are sufficiently small Ro, sufficiently large 
To such that for any R < Ro, and t > To，the following inequality holds for any spinor 
^ldNr,R = 0， 
t [ 6収—斤|0|2 < C [ e"^i )>A<^|2. (6.6) 
JNr,R JNr,R 
Where C is constant depending only on Ro, To and the geometries ofBp{Ro). 
Theorem 6.2 (Unique Continuation Property) Let M be an orientible connected smooth 
4- dimensional manifold. LU is the Dirac operator acts on spinor space T^ for Spin^ 
structure. Let operator P = DA + ^ where m = sup^ |V| < � . F o r any </> G T(W) such 
that P((^) 二 0 and 4> = 0 on some open set n C M, we have 0 三 0 on M. 
Proof. We just show that for any q G dCl, ^{x) can be zero-extented from q. Choose a 
positive real r sufficiently small and a point p G V at a distance r from q such that the ball 
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Bp{r) e V. Choose R > r satisfies the conditions ofTheorem 6.1 and Bp{R)n{M-n) + 0. 
Let 
二 f 1 {T G Nr,R ： p{x) < (1 - 26)R}-, 
又—\ 0 {x G Nr,R ： p{x) > (1 - 8)R}, 
for some small 8 > 0. And let u{x) = x{^)4>{^)- Since P{4>) 二 0, (^ |ao = 0, 
DA{u) = dx. 4> - xy^-
But supp{dx) C iV(l-26)i^,(l-6)i^, ]^dNr,R = 0, the Carleman inequality (6.6) gives 
{t - cm')ei^' f |0|2 < (t-cm2)/ e<^"^)>P 
^N^R JNr,R 
< f e^-�dx0|2 
JNr,R 
< 产 2 r |^|2 
JNr,R 
for t � m ? . Take 8 = ^ , we obtain 
f |0p<(t-cm2)-ie-^^ f W'. 
JN R JNr,R '^T 
Let t — oo in the above inequality, we obtain 
</>(^ )U R = 0. 
'^T 
Thus we get the zero-extension of 小 from q G dil. Hence ^{x)三 0 and we complete the 
proof. 口 
Corollary 6.1 Unique Continuation Property holds for the hypersurface Dirac operator 
DA with supjv^ |iI| < oo. 
Proposition 6.1 Ifthe spacelike hypersurface M is not maximal ('maximar means H 三 
0;, then any ‘half, spinor solution 5八小=0 is trivial 
Proof. If there is such spinor ¢+ € T{W+). Then 
0 二 5 ^ + 二 DAct + f +^ e T{w-)① r w + ) . 
Hence DA^^ 二 • and H . ¢+ 二 0. By the assumption, there is an open set fl such that 
H + 0 on Q, therefore 0+ 二 0 on a Then the Unique Continuation property gives that 
¢+ 三 0. Similarly, there is no such nontrivial 妙一 G r(T^_). • 
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Now we introduce the Seiberg-Witten equations. For any ¢, ^ G T{W), denote 
a(0, V0 = \ Y M - e � ^ , ^ y A e?. (6.7) 
i,j 
Since 
(e\e^(/), ¢ ) 二 -(^¢, e�e�ii} 二 -{eKeL^|j, ¢), 
we see that cr((/>, ip) is an imaginary 2-form. 
Denote 
e' = e'Ae' + e'Ae\ e' = e^Ae' + e'Ae^ e^ = e'Ae' + e^Ae\ 
If ¢+ e r(Vr+), then (3.11) implies that 
j ( 0 + , f ) = 1 ({i^+, 0+>e^ + � j > + , 0+)e^ + ( M " , ^+)eK). (6.8) 
Direct computation shows that 
矿矿,<^+)=2(F+, a((^+,0+)) (6.9) 
for any self-dual 2-form F+. And 
{a((^+,(/)+).(^+, ^ + � = |0+|4. (6.10) 
The Seiberg-Witten equations on 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds are 
/ DA^+ : 0 (6 11) 
1 权=咖+,0+). ( ) 
It was shown by Witten [W2] that when M is compact, without boundary, 
[|i^W+|2 + | � | i ^ l - + + , 0 + ) | 2 
JM ^ 
= L \^A¢^? + f |<^ +|2 + J |<^ +|4 + i |Fl|^ (6.12) 
Hence (6.11) is just the minimum of the right-side functional of (6.12). 
We generalize them to the 4-dimensional spacelike hypersurface M C N by 
{ %' ： ^(/,,V, (6.13) 
where 小 G r(VF) and (/>+ is the positive part of ¢. We call them the hypersurface Seiberg-
Witten equations. When M is compact and without boundary, we have 
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Theorem 6.3 
/ \DA¢\' + hFi-a(¢\¢^)\' JM 2 ^ 
二 / ， 急 宇 | , 丨 2 + >:|4 + *丨啡+ 
/ |i:>AV^ -|2 — R e { d H 4 ' . ¢^) + ^  |V^ -|2, (6.14) 
JM 4 
where ¢) = ¢+ + V^~. Hence (6.13) is the minimum of the right-side functional of (6.14). 
Moreover, (6.13) and (6.i4) are rescaled invariance of the Lorentzian metric g on N. 
Proof. The first part is the direct consequence of (6.2), (6.3) and (6.12). In fact, 
[|5』2 二 f |仏一-寻”2+( |。, + 寻於+|2 
JM JM ^ JM 乙 
二 [ |i^A0+p + ^  \r\' + \DAr\' + ^ i^+P + 
JM 4 4 
f HRe[DAiT, ^+)-HRe(DA^^,妙―〉 
JM 
二 [ |D^2 + ^|<|2 + 
JM 4 
� ff2 / |L>A^-|2 - Re{dH.ij-, 0+) + — |^_|2. JM 4 
Hence it follows in terms of (6.12). For the second part, we just show that 
E(A, 0+, iT, ^S) = E(A, A-V+，A—V—, X^g), 
where E{A, ¢+, ^ T, g) denotes the right-side of (6.14). Let the rescaled metric gi = 
X g^ (A is constant). With respect to the new metric, •交=V^, ( V $ k 二 ^"HV^)e^, 
D ’ =入—1 _D ,^ and the pointwise norm on a 1-form gets multiplied by A_i and that of a 
2-form by A—2. Hence we have 
|V^(A-V)| == A-4|V^|, \FA\l = X-'\FA\I 
Recall the well-known facts [E] that the scalar curvature of the rescaled metric is given by 
Ri = A_2i^, and the mean curvature is given by Hi = X'^H, thus, 4 ^ i - ^ " = X~^dH.^-. 
This shows that the integrand of the functional (6.14) scales with the factor A_^ Since 
the volume form of the rescaled metric is given by dvol-^ = X^dvol-, it follows that the 
whole integral remains unchanged. This proves the theorem. 口 
Remark 6.1 When H = 0，(6.i4) reduces to (6.12). 
Finally, we derive a vanishing theorem which generalizes an observation by Witten that 
any L^ (or finite energy) solution of (6.11) on R^ has vanishing ¢+ [W2]. Our theorem 
corresponds to the infinite energy solution. Firstly, we recall a theorem of Cheng-Yau 
[C-Y1], 
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Theorem 6.4 Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci > —K (K > 0). 
Let u be a CP-solution of Au > f{u) where f is a non-negative lower semi-continuous 
function and 
lim inf 樓 > 0 
t—oo g{t) 
for some positive continous function g non-decreasing on some intergml [a, oo) with 
厂([\{T)dTy^dt < 00 
Jb Ja 
for some b. Then snpu exists and is a zero of function f. 
In terms of this theorem, we easily obtain 
Theorem 6.5 Suppose M is a complete ^-dimensional Riemannian manifold with Ricci > 
-K (K > 0J. If the scalar curvature R > 0，then any C^-solution of (6.11) on M has 
vanishing ¢+. 
Proof. Let ¢+ be a C^-solution of (6.11), then the assumption on R > 0 and Weitzenbock 
formula (6.2) give that 
A|0+|2 > I |<^ +|4. 
Let u = |(/)+p, f{t) = i i? and g{t) 二 3亡2 + 1, g is increasing and 
1. . rf{t) 1 
lim mf ~ ^ = - . 
t^oo g[t) 0 
Furthormore, 
foo ft 1 ， 广 dt 
/0 ( / o " ( T ) " T ) - ^ = /o 丽 < - -
Hence the above theorem gives that f{snpu) = 0, which implies ¢+ 三 0. 口 
7 The Mean Curvature of Spacelike Hypersurfaces 
In this section, we always assume M is a spacelike hypersurface in N^ We shall show 
that, in general, the mean curvature of M must vanish at some points when the nontrivial 
solutions of D4> = 0 exist. It is at least two aspects of importance: The nonexistence of 
constant mean curvature hypersurfaces which are much interesting in general relativity; 
On the other hand, the compactness of the moduli space of hypersurface Seiberg-Witten 
equations (6.13) fails since it depends on the nonzero lower bound of \H\, see [Z], such a 
bound does not exist as shown as follows. 
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Proposition 7.1 Suppose M C N is a compact spacelike hypersurface. If there exists a 
nontrivial solution ¢) for the hypersurface Dirac equation L>A<j> = 0，moreover, if M has 
boundary, ^\dM 二 0，then 
f 糊 2 二 0 . (7.1) 
JM 
Therefore H must vanish at some points p G M. Particularly, any such M with constant 
mean curvature is maximal. 
Proo f . Let ¢) = ¢+ + 冲一 be the nontrivial solution of £)人小=0. Then 
0 二 5 A 0 = i M 0 + + f ) + f e O . ( ( ^ + + V O 
= { D A ¢ ^ - y r ) + 歸—+ f 0+) e r ( � ) e 寧+). 
Therefore 
^ 4 ^ + - f i T = 0， D A ^ - + f ¢+ = 0. 
Since DA is self-adjoint under the metric ( , ) , 
[o^A0+, v o =[〈於+, DA^r). 
JM JM 
We obtain 
[F(|<^+|2 + |V^ -|2) = 0. 
JM 
Hence it follows. 口 
Proposition 7.2 Suppose M C N is a complete, noncompact spacelike hypersurface with-
out boundary. If there exists a nontrivial L^ solution for the hypersurface Dirac operator 
S>A4> = 0，then H must vanish at some points p G M. Particularly, any such M with 
constant mean curvature is maximal. 
Proo f . Let 伞=¢^ + iT be the nontrivial L^ solution of £u^ 二 0. Let cut-off function 
；)^  be 1 in the ball B{R), zero outside the ball B{2R) and \dx\ < % for some C > 0. Then 
Lemma 4.2 gives that 
0 = [ (CCU4+, x 4 n - «>+, ^4 (xVO>) . 
JB{2R) 
=[(X(-^)(|0+|2 + |f|2) - � 0 +， ^ . V O ) . 
JB{2R) 
If H does not change sign, then 
[i^|0|' < [ xHW'sf Mxll<^+IIV^"l<^ / l ^ l ' -
JB{R) JB{2R) JB{2R) 丄伐 JM 
Hence the proposition follows in taking R — oo. 口 
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Proposition 7.3 Suppose M C N is a complete, noncompact spacelike hypersurface with-
out boundary. On the L^{S) spinor space, we have Ker{D) = Ker{D^). 
Proof. We just need to show that for any ^ G Lp'{S) such that D^^ 二 0，we must have 
D^ = 0. Let cut-off function x be 1 in the ball B(R), zero outside the ball B{2R) and 
dx\ < % for some C > 0. Since 
D{x^D4>) = 2xdx-D4> + x^DD^ + ye^x'^</> = 2%办.5么 
then Lemma 4.2 gives that 
0 = [ x'lDA^f-{^. D{x'D4>)) 
JB{2R) 
二 f x"lDA^f-2(c|>, xdX-D^). 
JB{2R) 
Therefore 
1卿作4利2 , 等 / 寧 严 _ 
< ^ f / w ^ ^ l | , ^ M -
R^ JB{2R) 2 JB{2R) 
Taking R — oo gives D4> = 0. 口 
Theorem 7.1 Suppose M C N is a compact spin spacelike hypersurface without boundary 
and satisfies 
R + H^ >2|VF|, (7.2) 
where R, H are the scalar and mean curvatures of M respectively. If the strict inequality 
in (7.2) holds at some points in M, then the hypersurface Dirac equation 
D^ = 0 (7.3) 
has only trivial solution; Otherwise (7.3) has nontrivial solutions which are covariant 
constants, hence H = 0 and R = 0, i.e., M must be maximal with zero scalar curvature. 
Proof. Obviously, Lemma 4.2 implies Ker{D) = Ker{&) when M has no boundary. 
Consider the equation 
52(/) = V*V0 + K.(^ = O, (7.4) 
under the boundary condition 
[4> = rj, (7.5) 
JM 
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where K 二 \{R + H^) - \ViHe^.e\,小=(<^，如）G S. Under the assumption (7.2), any 
solution 4> of (7.4) has 
Q = [ |V(^ |2 + < ( ^ , K . ( ^ 2 ( \Vcl)f + \{R + H ^ - 2 \ V H \ M \ (7.6) 
JM JM 4 
and the strict inequality holds if R + H^ > 2\VH\ at some points and 冷 is not zero 
identically. Hence the first part ofthe theorem follows via the unique continuation property 
of D. For the second part, (7.6) implies & has trivial kernel when 77 = 0. Hence there 
exists a unique smooth • such that & ^ = 0 and /^(/> = 1. This 小 is the nontrivial 
solution of the equation D^> = 0 and V 0 二0. In terms of this solution, (4.1) gives H 三 0, 
thus R = 0 follows from the assumption. 口 
Remark 7.1 IfM is an asymptotically flat spacelike hypersurface and (7.2) holds on 
M, then for any L^ solution of D^ = 0，Weitzenhdck formula gives A\¢\^ > 0. Since 
(^ |2 G L^, a theorem of Li ([L], Theorem 1) implies 4> = 0. 
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